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APPLICATION
INELTEH's flashing lights series  and , as the equipment for visual alarm indication, are designed to ITFL-B ITFL-C
work in harsh environment conditions. Because of sea-resistant material and IP66 / IP68 protection, they are also 
suitable for marine and offshore applications.

FLASHING LIGHT ITFL-B / ITFL-C

TECHNICAL DATA
 - Power supply / max. consumption (depends on flashing energy and nominal voltage)
   230VAC / up to 0,22A (6J, 15J or 19J flashing energy)
   115VAC / up to 0,5A (6J flashing energy)
   24VDC / up to 0,4A (6J flashing energy)
   12VDC / op to 0,8A, (6J flashing energy)
 - Approx. 60 flashes per min. on nominal voltage
 - IP protection:  (for ITFL-B types) or  (for ITFL-C types) IP66 IP68, 1bar
 - Available colors: amber, red, green-white, blue, white (clear), green
 - Cable entry - original cable gland IP66 or IP68 (included in the scope of supply)
 - Ambient temperature: -25°C to +55°C

ORDERING INFORMATION

FLASHING ENERGY* 
 - 6J,  - 15J,  - 19JEmpty 15 19

COLOR
 - amber,  - red,  - blue,  - green,A R B G
W GW - white (clear),  - green-white

ITFL - B - 230 - R  - 15

POWER SUPPLY
 - 230V AC,  - 115V AC,  - 24V DC,  - 12V DC230 115 24 12

TYPE
 - IP66 version,  - IP68,1bar versionB C
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Flashing light type ITFL-Ex can be fixed directly
(3 x M8 screws). Metal support for mounting
can be delivered (as option).

3 x M8
FIXING HOLES

All dimensions are in mm.

*NOTE: Flashing energy 15J and 19J available for 230V AC version only.


